CLASS NOTES
Topic:Chapter-13- Subject and Predicate.

Class :IV

(Revision)

Subject: ENGLISH ( GRAMMAR )
'

Note: Copy down the answers in your Grammar Book on pages 74 to 75.

1. Match the subjects in column A with suitable predicates in column B.
Column A

Column B

a. An accountant

keeps the accounts of a shop or a business.

b. An architect

draws plans for constructing a building.

c. A dentist

looks after our teeth.

d. An electrician

repairs electrical goods.

e .An engineer

builds roads, bridges and buildings.

f..A hairdresser

cuts and styles our hair.

g. A mechanic

repairs vehicles.

h. A pilot

flies aeroplanes.

i. A police officer

maintains law and order.

j. A radio jockey

hosts programmes on the radio

2. Choose the correct groups of words from the box to complete the sentences. Use capital
letters and full stops wherever necessary. (Page no.75)

the tiger

can land on water

turn yellow in autumn

the horses

the fox

the planets

is Roop Chandra

the students

is violet

is breakfast

ANSWERS (given in green) TO BE NOTED DOWN IN GRAMMAR BOOK.
a. The leaves of some trees turn yellow in autumn.
b. Our teacher’s name is Roop Chandra.
c. The first colour in a rainbow is violet.
d. The first meal of the day is breakfast.
e. A seaplane can land on water.
f. The tiger is the national animal of India.
g. The planets revolve around the sun.
h. The horses are pulling the cart.
i. The fox has a bushy tail.
j. The students listened attentively to the teacher.

SELF PRACTICE - Do it in your Rough Copy.
Divide the following sentences into two parts - Subject and predicate.

1.The little girl / is writing a letter.
Sub.
Pred.
2. Some birds are flying over the trees.
3. Insects have six legs.
4. A long train journey can be tiring.
5. Indian farmers are hard-working people.
6. All the members of the team played well.
7. My favourite indoor game is chess.
8. Most people in the countryside lead a simple life.
9. Life in the hills has its own charms.
10. Children are fond of asking questions.

Fill in the blanks with subject/predicate part of each sentence.
1.

shed their leaves in winter.

2.

falls on 5th September every year.

3. The clock
4. The Brahmaputra
5.

.
.
is the centre of the Solar System.

